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Foreword 
This special issue is based on a selected subset of high-quality papers from 5th 
ZnternationaE Conference on Database Theory (ICDT), held in January 1995 in Prague, 
Czech Republic. Preliminary versions of these papers were published in the proceed- 
ings of that conference, under the title Database Theory - ZCDT ‘95 published by 
Springer as vol. 893 in the Lecture Notes in Computer Science Series. 
Database Research is a field of Computer Science where theory meets applications. 
Several database concepts and methods that were regarded as issues of more theoret- 
ical interest yesterday are fundamental parts of today’s implemented systems. The 
biennial ICDT conference is an international forum for research interactions on the 
principles of database systems. It has the tradition of being held in beautiful European 
cities: Rome in 1986, Bruges in 1988, Paris in 1990, Berlin in 1992, Prague in 1995, and 
Delphi in 1997. From 1992 onwards, ICDT has been merged with another series of 
conferences on theoretical aspect of data-base systems, known as Symposium on 
Mathematical Fundamentals of Database Systems (MFDBS). This series was initiated 
in Dresden in 1987, and continued in Visegrad (1989), and Restock (1991). 
All of the selected papers were reviewed and refereed after the conference. The 
journal versions contain full proofs of the results presented at the conference, and, in 
many cases, more recent results. 
We thank the authors, the ICDT ‘95 program committee, the referees, the Editor in 
Chief of Theoretical Computer Science, the editorial staff at Elsevier Science, and 
Katrin Seyr for their cooperation in creating this issue. 
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